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The restaurant from Bellevue offers 16 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average price of $3.1. What
Daniel Choi likes about Sugar N Flakes Bakery:

We ordered a mermaid birthday cake for my daughter’s birthday party, and it was a huge hit. The cake was
beautiful and delicious. Many of the parents asked where we got our cake because they were so impressed. The

kids also totally flipped out when they saw the inside was rainbow colored—they loved it! read more. The
restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities.

What Trish Jin doesn't like about Sugar N Flakes Bakery:
Cake is good looking, but not the taste and packaging. Cake is too wet, weird tasting and texture.Even worst, the
package is the worst ever. Considering the price, why not just pay several dollars getting better package boxes?
Packaging multilayer with single layer box, without any support inside. Are you serious? Folded paper box fixed
using plastic wrap and some tapes, how “genius” on cost saving! Even after I gent... read more. Sugar N Flakes

Bakery from Bellevue is a relaxed café, where you can have a small snack or cake with a hot coffee or a hot
chocolate, The menus of this establishment can also be enjoyed at home or at the party thanks to a catering

service. Not to be left out is the comprehensive selection of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, There
are also oven-warm pastries, complemented by a variety of cold and hot beverages.
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Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Sweet� & Dessert�
TRES LECHES

Cupcake� of th� Da�
CHOCOLATE VANILLA SUKIYAKI $3.0

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
EGGS

STRAWBERRY

ANANAS CHICKEN

Cupcake�
CHOCOLATE CARAMEL
CUPCAKE $3.0

CHOCOLATE MOCHA
CUPCAKE $3.0

CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY
CUPCAKE $3.5

RAINBOW VANILLA CUPCAKE $3.0

VANILLA BIRTHDAY BOY CUPCAKE $3.0

VANILLA BIRTHDAY GIRL CUPCAKE $3.0

VANILLA CHOCOLATE CUPCAKE $3.0

VANILLA-VANILLA CUPCAKE $3.0

CHOCOLATE CHOCOLATE
CUPCAKE $3.5
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 09:00 -18:00
Wednesday 09:00 -18:00
Thursday 09:00 -18:00
Friday 09:00 -18:00
Saturday 10:00 -17:30
Sunday 10:00 -17:30
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